
 

What is Letter of Introduction? 

An introduction letter is one of the requirements for and in most cases an integral document 

for visa application. It is a letter that introduce the applicant(s), employment status, earnings, leave period 

and purpose of travel. 

Singapore Visa With letter of Introduction 

Anyone applying for a Singapore visa from Dhaka or anywhere else within the Bangladesh would know 

that submitting a letter of invitation (LOI), from a resident or citizen of Singapore along side the opposite 

documents, is mandatory. However, not everyone would have a lover , family or associate in Singapore. 

In such cases, Singaporevisa.ae can assist you get a call for participation letter for Singapore visa, 

Who is Eligible For LOI? 

The Singapore visa with letter of invitation is out there for all nationals. However, nations are divided into 

two categories: Level I countries and Level II countries. the extent I countries can apply for an e visa 

while the extent II countries got to have a paper visa. 

Level I countries 

Armenia, Azerbaijan,  Bangladesh ,Belarus,  Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Georgia, Guinea, Holders of 

Hong Kong Document of Identity, India, Liberia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Macau Special 

Administrative (MSAR) Travel Permit Holder, Myanmar, Nigeria, Russia, People’s Republic of China, Sierra 

Leone , Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan and Commonwealth of Independent States. 

Documents Required For Letter of Invitation? 

If you would like to use for Singapore visa with letter of invitation with singaporevisa.ae, you would like 

to submit the subsequent documents. 

Original passport which has a minimum of 6 months of validity from the date of travel 

2 latest passport size photographs 

UAE visa (with a minimum of 1 month validity) 

If you belong the extent 1 Countries category, you would like to possess 30 days multi entry Bangladesh 

visa while those in Level 1 countries category got to have a 30 days double-entry bookkeeping 

Bangladesh visa. 

Photo Specifications For LOI 

If your photograph doesn’t abide to the wants , your visa application may get rejected. Hence, it’s 

important to make sure that the photos you submit together with your visa application should have the 

subsequent specifications: 

The photograph should be one that has been taken recently. don’t submit the photo that has been utilized 

in your passport, UAE visa copy or the other visa copies. 

Make sure that your photograph doesn’t have any birders. It should be clear. don’t submit photos that are 

out of focus. 

The photo should be taken against a white background. confirm there are not any shadows within 

the background. 

Make sure that you simply don’t wear white clothes while taking the photo. 



 

Avoid wearing headgear, unless to follow religious or racial custom. However, under no circumstances 

should your countenance be hidden. 

Make sure that your hair doesn’t cover your eyes or eyebrows 

Avoid wearing spectacles or sunglasses 

The picture shouldn’t be dark 

Do not submit old photographs or copies of What’s app photos. 

Important Note 

You need to supply the private address of your home country. 

You need to submit 2 forms together with your signature (as per the signature in your passport). 

Related Product:  Flight & Hotel Booking PNR | LOI Letter | Notary Public | Travel-Insurance | Property 

Valuation | Translate Documents 

If you have any further inquiries, do not hesitate to call +8801978569293 (WhatsApp only) 
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